The Perth Astronomy Research Group has developed an automated supernova search program, using the 61 cm Perth-Lowell reflecting telescope at Perth Observatory in Western Australia, equipped with a CCD camera. The system is currently capable of observing about 15 objects per hour, using 3 min exposures, and has a detection threshold of 18th-19th magnitude. The entire system has been constructed using low-cost IBM-compatible computers. Two original discoveries (SN 1993K, SN 1994R) have so far been made during automated search runs. This paper describes the hardware and software used for the supernova search program, and shows some preliminary results from the search system. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1987, the Perth Astronomy Research Group (PARG) began the developm6nt of an automated system for detecting supernovae (SNe) in the Southern Hemisphere. The search system takes 3 min images of nearby galaxies with a CCD camera, and compares each image with a reference image of the same field. Analysis, camera control, and telescope motion are all automatic, and carried out in real time. Supernovae are extremely luminous exploding stars-at peak light, a bright supernova can outshine the galaxy it occurs in. Supernovae are classified into type I, which show hydrogen in their spectra, and type II, which do not. Type I's are subdivided into Ia, Ib, and Ic on the basis of certain spectral features. 5pe II's are sometimes divided into II-P and II-L on the basis of their light curves. Type Ia's are thought to occur when a white dwarf star exceeds its upperlimiting stable mass, following accretion of matter from a binary companion. The other types are considered to result from core collapse in a massive star. The Ia's are the most luminous supernovae, and are also rather uniform as a class, making them useful as "standard candles" for distance determination. Recently, atypical Ia events have been observed,' but the majority of Ia's are thought to be close to uniform absolute magnitude. The other types are intrinsically several magnitudes fainter, and show more variation. The tist estimate of supernova frequency was 1 event per galaxy per 600 years, made by Zwicky in 1938,2 although modern estimates of supernova frequency range from 1 to 10 events per century for a typical galaxy. 3 Several tens of SNe per year are discovered worldwide, but most of these are found by chance, often well after maximum light, or at large distances, where a single photographic plate can cover thousands of galaxies. To be suitable for detailed observation, a supernova must be both nearby and discovered early in its evolution. An automated search with a CCD camera has several advantages: CCDs have a greater dynamic range than photographic methods, so events near the core of a galaxy are less likely to be missed; it is easier to calculate a detection threshold for an automated search than for a manual one; an automated search is easy to run once it has been set up, so it is more likely to continue over weekends and holidays.
The only other successful automated supernova search currently in operation is the "Leuschner Observatory Supernova Search," which was started after the "Berkeley Automated Supernova Search"4 (BASS) , based at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories) stopped in 1992. Results of the original BASS search were reported in 1992. ' A general purpose automated observing system-the "Berkeley Automatic Imaging Telescope" (BAIT)-has been developed using a 0.5 m reflector also at the Leuschner Observatory,6 and the 0.75 m reflector originally used for BASS has been converted to BAIT-like operation for the new supernova search.
Our search covers the Southern Hemisphere and is targeted at bright (B magnitudecl5) late spiral (mostly SC or later) galaxies south of -15" declination. Most search galaxies have radial velocities below 4000 km/s, but a few are as high as 9000 km/s, and some objects do not have radial velocity information available. Our search list comes from the ESO-Uppsala Catalogue of Southern Galaxies in the ADC "Selected Astronomical Catalogs" CD-ROM. We currently have about 250 library images of objects from this catalogue. We hope to improve the understanding of low- brightness core-collapse events, particularly type Ib and type Ic supernovae, so we are not surveying non-starforming galaxies. We believe that establishing our system has cost at least an order of magnitude less than other similar search systems-our total equipment costs (excluding the telescope itself) are less than US$30 000 over the five years since the project was first proposed. Progress reports on the development of our search system have appeared elsewhere.7-Y
II. HARDWARE
The system is located at Perth Observatory (32"00:5 S, 116"08:1 E, altitude 391 mj, about 27 km east of the Perth city center, Western Australia. The automated search system consists of a 61 cm reflecting telescope in a dome mounted on a 15 m tower, a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD camera, and 2776
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 66, No. 4, April 1995 three IBM-compatible computers to control the various components and analyze the images. One machine controls the telescope, another controls the CCD camera and optical coupler, and the third is for image processing and long-term data storage. IBM-type computers were chosen for their low price, easy hardware interfacing, and availability. The machines are linked using ethernet, and one computer has a 1.4 Gbyte hard disk, DAT tape drive, and CD-ROM drive. Each of the machines can be used independently, if an automatic search is not underway. The system setup is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. Telescope
In 1990, work commenced on the automation of the 61 cm Boller & Chivens Cassegrain reflector at Perth Observatory. The telescope is owned by Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, AZ, and was brought to Perth in 1971 as part of the NASA-funded International Planetary Patrol program." This instrument, with its f/4 titanium silicate primary mirror and f/13.5 Cassegrain focus, has been maintained in excellent optical and mechanical condition-the drive and feedback systems were the only areas that required modification. The original drive system used two separate ac motors coupled to the right ascension (RA) worm drive through a clutch, for slew and track motions, plus another ac motor for the declination (dec) axis. To display the observed position, a series of spur gears and drive shafts translated the position of each axis to a display dial. The automation process involved the removal of the drive systems on both axes, leaving the worm gear, the antibacklash drive motor, and dial drive mechanisms intact. The dual-motor RA drive was replaced with one microstepper motor, with another for the dec axis. Both stepper motors, plus the controller card, were made by Compumotor and were provided by Lowell Observatory.
Due to the large conical structure of the polar axis, an absolute encoder would have been difficult to fit, and backlash in the existing display dial system made it unsuitable for encoders. Incremental encoders have been used instead, fitted to the worm gears via antibacklash drive belts. The microstepper motors (25 000 microsteps per revolution) are geared to the other end of the worms through a series of antibacklash belts. The polar axis worm ratio is 360 to 1, and the dec worm ratio is 270 to 1. Both axes give 0.05 arcsec on the sky per microstep.
Both incremental encoders have a standard line resolution of 3600, coupled to a five-fold interpolation and digitizing system inside the telescope. This produces two squarewave signals (with a 90" phase difference), one reference pulse, and a fault detection signal, all of which are fed to a translator card in the control room. After filtering, a clean five volt logic signal is fed into the Compumotor PC23 microstepper controller card. Hand paddle switch information is fed into the control computer via a digital I/O card.
The control computer also reads sidereal time information via an I/O card. This is provided by dedicated 28 microcontrollers in both the telescope control room and the Observatory clock room, accurate to within 1 ms. The time source is a rubidium frequency standard with a sidereal converter.
Future upgrades will include the installation of home position sensors and a clear sky detector, to make the system fully automatic. Currently, the telescope must be manually aligned at the start of each night, after which typical pointing accuracy is 30 arcsec or better.
B. Dome
The 6.7-m-diam, 9 ton dome is driven by three hydraulic motors with a single pump for rotation, plus two electric motors for shutter movement. The hydraulic pump and the shutter motors were originally controlled directly by push buttons. To automate the dome, a Programmable Logic Controller was installed to switch the motors, controlled by a single-board microcomputer (based on an Intel 8052AH CPU) which in turn communicates through a serial line with the main control computer. The microcomputer has been programmed to accept a variety of commands, such as "Open Dome, " "Close Dome," and "Rotate to Azimuth." The sensory inputs to the microcontroller are a series of magnets and reed switches. They can operate in the dusty, humid environment of the dome drive area. A 30 mm dome run-out is typical, so noncontacting sensors are required.
Seventy-two magnets were attached at 5" intervals to the underside of the dome skirt. These 50 mm magnets are typically found in security reed switches. One additional magnet was placed in line with the dome opening, and offset vertically from the rest. Four reed switches were placed at the cardinal points of the compass, in line with the additional magnet, for absolute position information.
The main sensor arm has three sensors mounted at 2.5" intervals, with each sensor consisting of two reed switches wired in parallel, and mounted with the contacts in opposite directions. These switches, with some additional logic, are wired to the microcontroller to give incremental position information to within 2.5". The microcontroller uses this, in combination with absolute data from the four cardinal-point sensors, to maintain knowledge of the dome position, and drive it to the desired azimuth.
The dome is heavy and slow moving, and requires between 15 s and a couple of minutes to complete a move, depending both on the distance traveled and the amount of overshoot. Any improvement in dome performance would require expensive alterations, and is unlikely in the near future.
CCD camera
The CCD camera is based on a design from Palomar Observatory, described by Gunn et aL'l On request, Palomar provided us with circuit diagrams, dewar designs, and some blank PCBs, and also sold us a Thomson CSF 7883 CCD. The CCD has 576X384 pixels, each 22 ,um', and does not have a blue-enhancing coating. A new coated 7883 chip will soon be purchased to replace the existing CCD. The total held of view is 5.7 by 3.8 arcmin, with each pixel 0.58 arcsec2. Peak quantum efficiency is nominally 40% at 700 nm, falling to 10% by 400 nm at the blue end of the spectrum, and essentially to zero below 350 nm. These figures are based on room-temperature data from Thomson. The camera is liquid-nitrogen cooled to -100 "C, with the CCD and camera head electronics (preamplifer, clock drivers, and filters) mounted within the dewar vacuum. The rest of the electronics (drive logic, signal processing, and 16 bit A/D converter) is mounted in a shielded box on the side of the dewar, with a digital link to the controller computer. The system gain is 5 electrons/ADU, with a noise of 15 electrons per pixel, which we hope to reduce by optimization of the readout electronics.
For the supernova search, we use 3 min unfiltered images, with an additional camera readout time of about 30 s (15 s each for image collection and CCD surface cleaning at the start of the exposure). The combination of exposure time, readout time, and dome motion give us an average of 4 min per object during a supernova search. Typical sky noise for a 3 min unfiltered exposure is around 9-10 electrons, occa-sionally as high as 30 or more near full moon, so the system is usually limited by readout noise rather than sky noise, but not by much.
D. Optical coupler
The optical coupler is based on a design from the University of New Mexico, described by Laubscher et a1.l' It is constructed from 10 mm aluminum, for rigidity, and consists of an offset guider box and a filter wheel/shutter box. The guider box contains a 45" mirror, 25 mm thick with a 50-mm-diam hole. The mirror is mounted on linear bearings, and driven by a linear stepper motor, so that the main beam path can either be reflected off to the side, or allowed through the hole to the main CCD. Au XY eyepiece stage, driven by stepper motors, is on the side of the optical coupler to allow offset guiding, using a Santa Barbara Instruments Group ST-4 CCD camera for guiding long exposures.
The filter box is mounted below the guider box, immediately above the CCD. A stepper motor drives the lilter wheel, capable of holding eight 2 in. filters, either round or square. So far, we have only a Cousins BVRI filter set. The filter wheel is very close to the focal plane, so the drive system was designed to provide positional repeatability to within a pixel (tens of microns) to ensure dust grains and filter nonuniformities are consistent throughout the night. A 1-in.-diam shutter mounted below the filter wheel is large enough for the current CCD chip, but will need replacing if a larger chip is used. The shutter opens in about 1 ms, so very short exposures are possible---ranging from 5 ms to infinite, with a 1 ms granularity for exposure times less than about 1 s, or 50 ms granularity for longer exposures.
III. CONTROL SOFTWARE A. Telescope control
The telescope control software allows manual (hand paddle), semiautomatic ("jump to coordinates"), or fully automatic ("execute run file") operation. It was written in Borland's Turbo Pascal, and runs under DOS on an IBM ATcompatible (386SX, 33 MHz) computer.
Early versions of the telescope control software used the Compumotor board's high-level commands to move the telescope and define the sidereal tracking rate. Unfortunately, cumulative errors and poor tracking required a rewrite with much lower-level control routines, using the "bit streaming" mode of the controller. In this mode, the card reads a number from the input queue every 50 ms and travels precisely that many steps during the next 50 ms, before reading the next number.
The input queue of the controller allows many of these distance values to be calculated and passed to the card at once, but in practice, too large a queue results in a slow response time for new data. In our system, the input queue lag is 300 ms-not large enough to cause problems.
Our system has two main routines for all the telescope control-the "Determine Event" procedure and the lowlevel interrupt driver. Determine Event is called whenever the control program is idle (i.e., waiting for a keypress). It reads the hand-paddle buttons, calculates real-time refraction and tlexure velocities, and checks for error conditions. Its only output (apart from screen updates) is to alter several global variables that the low-level driver uses to generate the actual telescope motion. Its calling frequency is noncritical, and can be stopped completely, although this degrades the real-time refraction and flexure tracking (as the velocity is not updated) and prevents hand-paddle use.
The low-level routine is called every 54 ms by the "System Clock" interrupt. This routine checks to see if the input queue has less than 150 ms worth of data left. If not, it returns control to the main program. Otherwise, it runs through a loop to calculate six 50 ms distance values and stuffs them into the input queue.
The calculation routine adds up the various velocities in RA and dec set by the Determine Event code or entered by the user (sidereal rate, encoder corrections, nonsidereal tracking rate, refraction correction velocity, flexure correction velocity, and'hand-paddle velocity) as well as responding to "jump" requests from the main program (in the form of global semaphore and jump distance variables) by calculating ramp and plateau velocities. All these subvelocities are added to form a final velocity (in steps per 50 ms) and the integer part of this is then passed to the card. The fractional part is retained to be added in next time around. A flow diagram for this process is given in Fig. 2 .
The input queue size was designed to be large enough to avoid being emptied if disk access slowed (or in worst case, lost) one of the system clock interrupts, and at the same time, provide reasonably fast response to new data, important for manual control with the hand-paddles. The system cpuld handle heavy disk access without missing a step, even on the previous control computer, a 6 MHz 286-based AT-a much slower machine.
With this low-level system we have achieved very accurate motion control. Even with encoders disabled completely, we have completed hundreds of jumps over an entire night and found no observable cumulative errors, and high pointing accuracy (10 arcsec typical, 30 arcsec worst CaSej. Our remaining errors are probably due to flexure residuals.
Unfortunately, on some nights, for some telescope positions, occasional tracking "glitches" occur, probably due to counterweight shifts or lateral motion in the declination bearing. These take the form of rapid shifts of 1 or 2 arcsec, with the frequency (from one every few minutes, to one every lo-20 min) depending on the telescope position, the recent motion history, and other factors we have not isolated. They are noncumulative errors-basically a quasiperiodic oscillation between two points. Apart from these glitches,. tracking performance is excellent, and the glitches should be eliminated by the offset guider camera when the control software is completed. The telescope software already corrects dynamically for refraction and flexure drift while tracking.
The high-level code for the automated search simply takes a file containing a list of objects, and jumps to them one by one. Future enhancements will include sorting, to minimize dome travel, and the ability to specify individual time "windows" for each object. This is important for automatic tasks more complex than the supernova search, such as photometric work. 
B. CCD camera control software
The CCD control software allows automated or manual operation of the camera and optical coupler. It was written in Turbo Pascal, and runs in a "Virtual DOS Machine" session under OS/2 2.1, on a 486-based computer. Some rudimentary image processing features (2X zoom, brightness and contrast scaling, and three-dimensional wire-frame contour plots of subregions) are provided for use when the main image processing machine is unavailable, or for quick viewing. The software can also calculate true offsets in RA and dec for any point, relative to the image center, using real-time position data from the telescope controller. To help compare images of the same field, points can be marked on the screen using the mouse, as reference marks.
A standard SVGA screen and card are used for display, with a Peterson-Vigneau pseudograyscale palette to overcome VGA's 64-level grayscale. All images are saved as 16 bit unsigned integers, with a "trailer" containing information such as date, time, filter, object name, and position. These raw images are permanently archived on tape, and take up about 60 Mb (120 images) for a full night's worth of supernova search. Any files saved by the main image processor (e.g., library files) are in FITS format. Future work will be on the development of a 32 bit OS/2 version of the code, to overcome the problems involved with large data arrays in 16 bit code, and to make.the camera control program more por- 
C. Interprocess communication
The automated system was designed to be as simple and portable as possible, and relies only on a shared hard disk (or RAM disk) for communication between the control programs. Message passing is by using "mail" files, each file specifying a task that must be carried out. When the task set by a mail file has been successfully completed, the recipient deletes the file, thus signaling its readiness for another task.
The current observing schedule for a supernova search has the telescope controller move to the first object in the search list, then write a task file to the camera controller, specifying exposure time and object details. When the camera controller has taken the image, it saves it, then writes a task file for the image processor, giving the file name of the image to be analyzed. As soon as the camera controller has written this task file for the image processor successfully, it deletes its own task file. At this point, the telescope controller moves to the next object and writes another camera task tile, and the sequence repeats. The image processor analyzes one image as the camera controller is taking the next, and when it finishes the analysis, it writes a task file containing the results of the search back to the telescope controller.
The mailbox files are all human-readable text, for easier fault diagnosis, and have a common "header" portion, containing the object name, position, time, date, etc. Additional fields specific to the task are at the end of the file.
Because of its dependence on static message files, the system is inherently robust-a machine can "crash," or be interrupted manually, and when it resumes it automatically restarts the task it was doing, or starts a new task if it had finished the last. During the interruption, the rest of the system simply waits for the interrupted controller to delete its task filer so it can be assigned a new task.
The use of a shared disk for message passing allows for easy expansion and modification of the system, and makes it independent of the networking software. A Unix workstation, for example, could be used for the image processing, and no changes would be required to any of the code. Additional tools are also easily added, either each on its own machine, or side by side under a multitasking operating system such as OS/2 or Unix.
Currently, we use a DOS-based Lantastic network, with Artisoft AE2 ethernet cards. Under OS/2 this gives network access to a single DOS session only, so we plan to move to some other networking software in the near future-possibly TCP/IP, the de facto international networking standard.
D. Scheduling and databases
We have not yet implemented a scheduler in the current system-objects are imaged in the order they appear in the observing list. Lack of dome-motion optimization is not a major limitation, as our target objects are rarely close enough to each other to allow observation without any dome motion, and the dome startup time is quite large: a dome move of 5" takes almost as much time as a 30" move, and occasionally even longer. Observing lists are generated semiautomatically using a separate program that reads the catalogue, allows the user to specify an RA value or a range of RAs, and adds all galaxies meeting the search criteria, and with that RA, to the observing list. ei
We plan to add a true scheduler to the system as soon as possible, with each object in the observing list havirig a "desired" observation time, and a priority. This will allow automation of tasks more complex than a simple supernova search, such as flatfield collection and photometry.
Our current data logging system consists of an accumulating text log file containing a record of all images taken, with the results of their analyses. This makes overall analysis difficult, particularly as we are still developing the system, and many search runs are carried out using new, untested software. Eventually, a robust data management system will be developed. 1
IV. DATA ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
PERTH VISTA is the software package used. It is based on a data reduction package called VISTA,~~ developed at Lick Observatory and intended to run under the VMS operating system. We refer to our port of mm as PERTH vIsTA. It consists of a library of image processing tools (commands), written in Fortran, plus an environment and interpreter that allows these commands to be executed either directly, or in the form of procedures.
Perth Vista has been written with Lahey FORTRAN, a 32 bit Fortran compiler, and runs in protected mode on a 486-based computer with 20 Mbyte of memory, and a 1.4 Gbyte hard disk. The current version runs under a DOS extender, and uses a Matrox PIP 1024 frame grabber and 512X576 pixel monitor for display. All development work is on a version that uses a kernel running in an OS/2 DOS session, and OS/2 tools to interact with the user, and display the images on a NEC 5FG monitor. Eventually the VISTA code itself will be moved to an OS/2 Fortran compiler.
Perth Vista has been under development for 5 years, and was originally chosen because it allowed us to use highspeed, low-cost IBM-type computers for image processing, instead of expensive workstations. The recent release of cheap or free Unix operating systems for PCs has made large image processing systems like IRAF possible on our hardware, but we have stayed with VISTA because of its simplicity, our familiarity with the system, and the huge amount of analysis code that would need to be ported.
A. Preprocessing
Preprocessing of images involves bias subtraction and flatfielding. Bias subtraction is simply removing the "zero signal" value from each pixel in the image, by subtracting a constant. Flatfielding corrects for nonuniform pixel sensitivity across the face of the CCD by dividing each image (after bias subtraction) by a "flatfield." A flatfield image is a (theoreticallyj uniformly illuminated CCD frame, bias subtracted, and normalized to a mean of 1.
The bias level is obtained individually for each image using the extended registers on the CCD. Our CCD has no discernable bias structure, so we no longer use separate bias images.
Our flatfield images are constructed from the median of several images (typically 6) taken of the dome interior each night before we start observing. Each one is bias subtracted and normalized to a mean of 1 before the median fatfields are built. The median of several images is used to prevent cosmic ray events from influencing the final flatfield, and to reduce noise.
A separate flatfield must be created for each titer to be used, since sensitivity variations can be caused by dust on the filters, wavelength-dependent interpixel variation on the CCD, or by nonuniformity of the filters themselves. Since our filter wheel is very close to the focal plane, and so is almost in focus, we require precise positioning of the filters, so that these variations are consistent from one exposure to the next. Our supernova search images are unfiltered, and do not flatfield as well as filtered images, but the search algorithm is not sensitive to poor flatfielding.
B. Spatial matching
A spatial match between the two images is necessary to correct for the pointing error of the telescope. The displacement between two images is found by matching a pattern of stars in the reference image to the same pattern in the test image. The stars that make up this pattern are referred to as "tie stars." When a reference image is created, suitable tie stars are manually selected and their positions stored in the image header.
Every star position provides a test displacement between the test image and the library image. Each test displacement is used to match the remaining stars in the star pattern. A best-fit statistical match is used to determine the final dis-placement between the images. To avoid introducing noise into the image, no shift is performed-instead the displacement is used as an offset when comparing object positions, and the fractional part is used to perform a subpixel shift on subregions before doing any shape comparison, to compensate for star centroids falling on different locations within the pixels. Final displacement accuracy is about 0.1 pixels or better.
C. Scaling
To compare images taken on different nights, the intensities of the two images must be matched, to correct for differences in atmospheric extinction, image quality, and camera sensitivity. Simply scaling by the means of the two images is impossible, because this will be dominated by the sky brightness, rather than by stellar brightness. Scaling by the peak stellar values will give incorrect results in cases where the "seeing" has changed (so the star image has the same total signal but is smeared out over a different area). Typical full width at half-maximum of the stellar profile is 3-4 pixels (1.8-2.4 arcsec).
To avoid these problems, the intensities of the test and library images are matched by comparing synthetic star profiles. Tie stars within an image are used to derive the sellar point spread function, or PSF, stored as a small image subregion. A PSF is calculated for the test image and another for the library image. Each PSF is constructed by Ia) fmding the centroid of a tie star, (,l~) shifting the star to align it with the center of the PSF box, (c) normalizing the subregion of the tie star, (Id) repeating for all tie stars and averaging.
The scaling factor between images is derived by fitting the PSFs to corresponding tie stars in the new image and the reference image, and evaluating the integrated brightnesses over the two PSFs.
D. Supernova search
The test and library images for the supernova search are all 3 min unfiltered exposures. Originally, the search method used was a simple alignment and subtraction of images, followed by a search of the subtracted image for starlike objects. This did not prove robust enough to cope with nonideal stellar shapes, or the flatfield variations encountered with our system, and was replaced by one that considers only starlike objects in the test image. Starlike objects are defined as being centered on a pixel whose intensity is above a threshold and at least equal to the intensity of neighboring pixels. Using this simple definition for a "star" reduces the number of points for which further, more demanding, analysis has to be performed. Whenever a starlike object is detected in the test image the following procedure ensues.
(i) The shape of a subsection in the test image is compared with a similar subsection in the library image. A Spearman rank-order correlation (SROC) test is used as a measure of this difference. The SROC replaces the intensity of a pixel, within a subregion of an image, by its rank (brightest pixel is 1, etc.). The rank-order correlation coefficient is then the linear correlation coefficient between the two sets of ranked data. Ranking the intensities produces a measure of the shape of the object which is independent of the spatial scaling (introduced by variations in seeing between two images) and the intensity scaling (introduced by atmospheric absorption or the presence of a variable star in the field). It is not usually used as a shape-testing algorithm because of loss of some spatial information, but it has proved to be very good at rejecting nonstarlike objects in our system.
(ii) If a significant difference is found, the two subregions are subtracted and the differenced region is compared to the stellar PSF for the test image. An SROC test and a test similar to the sharpness test in DAOPHOT~~ are used.
(iii) Finally, a local estimate of the sky is used to calculate a local noise threshold. The sky value is important because of the Poissonian noise in the photon statistics. If the object is brighter than this threshold it is accepted as a supernova candidate.
Any supernova candidates are then rescheduled for further observation by the telescope control computer. Currently, it simply takes another image of the field immediately, but will eventually reschedule two repeat images-one immediately, and another after about an hour, to eliminate Solar System objects.
E. Automated photometry
The PARG system is also capable of making automated photometric observations. A list of objects can either be analyzed after observation using stored images, or during an automated run. Automated photometry relies on a reference image of each field, with tie stars and the object or objects of interest marked manually, and stored in the image header. The data are reduced automatically, passing through the following stages.
(a) Preprocessing the image by subtracting a bias and applying a flatfield, (b) spatially matching the image to the reference @age, using the alignment routines developed for the supernova search, (c) adding the displacement between the two images to the stored coordinates of the object(s) of interest-shifting the test image would increase the noise, (d) performing synthetic-aperture or PSF photometry on the object(s) of interest, (4 saving instrumental magnitudes to a file for later analysis.
We are currently working on data reduction methods for the instrumental magnitudes, and have incorporated some of the DAOPHOT photometry algorithms into PERTH VISTA, to improve accuracy.
V. RESULTS AND FUTURE PLANS
We now have a working, fully automated supernova search at Perth Observatory. We are observing 12-15 objects per hour, and the search system has collected over 2500 search images since January 1993, with the resultant discov- Figure 3 shows the discovery image for SN 1994R, with the supernova indicated by an arrow. Below it, for comparison, is the last prediscovery image, taken 4 weeks earlier. The techniques used for this supernova search are also being applied to the development of an automated photometric system, which was initially used to follow the light curve of SN 1993K, poor weather prevented follow up work on SN 1994R. The search system is being run with an observer on site, because there are not yet enough safety features to justify the risk of leaving the site unattended-there are no weather sensors or backup power supplies. A human operator is also required at the beginning of the night to fill the dewar, and manually find a calibration star for telescope positioning. Because of the need for supervision, and the ongoing development work, we are not running the search full time-we average only 6-8 h per night, with a total of around 700 h between January 1993 and June 1994. Of that, about 200 h were spent actually running the search, and the rest was spent preparing the system (dewar filling, flatfields, etc), gathering photometric data, and developing and testing new features.
Future work on the system will overcome these limitations by the addition of weather sensors and a backup power supply, at least for the computers. As an intermediate step, we have installed a modem, and plan to include remote monitor/control features in the telescope controller, to allow an observer living nearby to supervise the search from home. We are also continually improving the telescope, CCD, and image processing software to make it more robust and easier to use.
